Profile
In 1820, a manufacturing facility was initially built in Libavske Udoli, and a time of
miscellaneous expansion stages and textile activities followed. In 1995, the company
Alligard was founded as joint venture; ever since, it works under German management
with sophisticated machinery and motivated employees in the sector of textile
manufacturing for various purchasers.
Starting mainly as home fabric production, there had been investments in technical textiles
progressively. Today, the manufacturing and processing of technical textiles take up more
and more room, and highly diverse technologies can be employed.
Miscellaneous finishing-, coating-, and cutting processes are, along with sewing and
airbrush, the basis for a broad range of production facilities at the highest technological
stage on behalf of external partners in the textile industry.
A professional stock- and logistics system complete the supply range.
Our highly qualified professionals are able to communicate in Czech, German, and
English, and to offer solutions.
The company is certified by DIN ISO 9001 : 2008, and is capable of attending to our
customers’ wishes on short notice thanks to flexibility, creativity, as well as due to an
efficient organisation.

Mission statement
The purpose
To satisfy our customers’ needs and to provide them an increment value at all times.
The business
Manufacturing and processing textiles of all kinds, at the highest technological stage, with
motivated, highly skilled employees, and a high quality standard
The values
Our corporate culture is characterised by mutual appreciation, fairness, and tolerance. We
keep our promises. With professionalism, reliability, and honesty, combined with frankness
and trust, we live with a positive basic setting.
Our actions are aimed at obtaining an adequate return.

Services / Performances
Structure:
The equipment is nearly complete made for a width of 3 metres and is usable very flexibly.
Rolling, monitoring, winding, doubling, splitting, burning out, etc. are common techniques,
which are offered in due consideration of quality - and performance requirements. By
means of 3 premium lasers for cutting edges we are able to handle an enormous quantity
rapidly.
Airbrush
On 18 tables with a length of 12 metres each and an unit of 3 stages to process material of
3 metres breadth, our long-time trained employees are able to spray any requested kind of
graphics by perfect handicraft. The colour blend is implemented with particular colours on
the premises.
Finishing
2 finishing frames (Stentex and Brückner) with more than 3 metres work space, Malo
adjusting devices, Foulard’s pre-dryer and an integrated washing machine (Küsters)
enable us to handle large capacities in a three-shift operation. Light coatings and
colourings are also possible.
Special realms
Cutting:
Having 2 cutting machines (Calmard), we have the ability to cut with both ultrasound and
glow wire.
Thermo-kalander:
We have a 1.5 metres broad thermo-kalander available, which is to print on textiles and
printing paper; it is on hand for coatings of all kinds.
Motif print:
Apart from hand presses for simple uses, there is also a Kontinue-Aggregat with a breadth
of 3 metres for intensive uses.
Sewing/coupon
It is the sophisticated equipment, even for very specific uses, as well as an experienced
team of highly specialised sewers that facilitate the processing from almost all textiles to
heavy materials like leather.
A highly efficient coupon unwinding ascertains the delivery of large quantities of coupons
within 24 hours.
Stock
We are capable of delivering almost all quantities on time due to a highly efficient logistics,
an advanced packaging department, and an DPD linking to our customers.

Contact

ALLIGARD s.r.o.
Libavské Udoli 44
357 51 Libavské Udoli
Czech Republic
Management
Dipl. Wirt. Ing. Werner A. Sinz
Phone: +420 352 370 370
Mobile: +491 511 632 1941

Management
JUDr. Jan Durný
Phone: +420 352 370 615
Phone: +420 352 605 088

Administration
Tolarová Annamarie
Blechová Veronika
Languages: Czech, German
Email: sekretariat@immogard.cz
Phone:+420 352 370 011
Fax +420 352 370 371

Stock
Gostenčníková Brigita
Languages: Czech, German
Email: bgostencnikova@alligard.cz
Phone: +420 352 370 326
Fax +420 352 370 325

Structure
Kuthanová Hana
Languages: Czech, German
Email: mkrizkova@alligard.cz
Phone: +420 352 370 317

Airbrush
Kosecová Věra
Languages: Czech, German
Email: kosecova@alligard.cz
Phone: +420 352 370 393

Coupon
Petermann Manuela
Languages: German
Email: mpettermann@alligard.cz
Phone: +420 352 370 327

Disposition
Brauckhoff Ulrike
Languages: German
Email: brauckhoff@alligard.cz
Phone: +420 352 370 315

Quality
Kuhlberg Kerstin
Languages: German
Email: kerstin.kuhlberg@albani-group.com
Phone: +420 352 370 367

Stenter frames
Baumbach Frank
Languages: German
Email: fbaumbach@alligard.cz
Phone: +420 352 370 346

